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The author of ten New York Times best sellers, including three
gripping Crime Files volumes, Ann Rule has proved time and again
the she is our premier chronicler of true crime. Now with brilliant
insight and an unrelenting eye for critical detail, she delves into her
darkest files to explore the circumstances that propel the most
unlikely suspects to cross society's boundaries-- and commit

desperate acts of murder. "In the Name of Love" probes the case of
Jerry Harris, a self-made California millionaire who, at age forty-
four, had it all: booming businesses, yachts, a a mansion, a beautiful
wife, and a voice to rival Elvis. No one who knew this well-liked,
generous man could make sense of his sudden disappearance one
October night in 1987. On a final phone call to his brother from his
Mercedes, Jerry breathed a muffled oath-- then the line went dead.

For Jerry's wife, Susan, it was just the beginning of a relentless eight-
year search for the truth behind her husband's vanishing. Through
exclusive access to an FBI agent inside the investigation, Ann Rule
unmasks a man driven by malevolence and hidden jealousy to
destroy Jerry Harris' magnificent business empire. She expertly



profiles a criminal mind that stopped at nothing in a scheme of greed
and violence. With the riveting power of a Greek tragedy, Rule
reveals the dark underside of an all-American success story, and a
wife's ultimate triumph of justice in the name of love. Including
other unforgettable accounts of true crime, this is Ann Rule at her

chilling best.
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